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How predictive is 
Cosmic Inflation?     

VERY predictive, unless....







Inflation is THE theory only when it is understood as the stage of unbroken accelerated 
expansion due to the same ingridient which is responsible for quantum fluctuations.

Otherwise it is rubbish without any predictions!!!



In	this	case	it	is	unbeatable	as	predictive	theory	because	it	allows	us	to	calculated	
the	effect	of	amplification	of	quantum	fluctuations	in	completely	controlable	weak	
coupling	regimes

while	most	alternatives	cannot	even	compete	with	"rubbish	inflation"	in	a	sense	of	
controlable	reproduction	of	outcome	for	quantum	fluctuations



COSMOLOGY - Theology = exp(Ht)
during at least 70 H −1,  but less than 106  H −1 →
no any problems with predictions, which could
falsify the theory in Popper's sense



The only purpose of inflationary models relevant for observation is a maping
                                  V (ϕ )    to   p ≈ −ε
and this maping happened to be not crucial for robust predictions but important
only for excluding definite potentials V (ϕ ),  which anyway we will never be able 
to verify in any other independent experiments 

WRONG!





 

 What is relevant for predictions?
−ε  energy density
− p pressure

               1+w ≡ ε + p
ε
≪1

during last 70 e-folds (a = af ⋅e
−N )

a) 1+w≪1 for N ≫1
b) 1+w ≈O(1) for N #O(1)
c)  1+w is a smooth function of N



 

a) 1+w≪1 for N ≫1
b) 1+w ≈O(1) for N #O(1)
c)  1+w is a smooth function of N



   

                                PREDICTIONS
("smoking guns"-nonconfirming any of them would falsify THE theory)
• flat universe
• adiabatic perturbations
• small non-gaussianity (fNL ∼O(1))
• red-tilted spectrum
                              Φ2 ∝λ1−nS

               1− nS = 3(1+ w)− d ln(1+ w)
dN

= 3β
N α + α

N



The theory always predicts red-tilted spectrum
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Red-tilted log  spectrum (MC, H, 1981-1982)→

                           nS = 1− A
ln(Bλgal / λCMB )

,

where A >1,5 and B ! 1−100 depending on 50<N < 55 →
                                      nS < 0.97 
irrespective of any particular model!



The unavodable uncertainty in B is bad news for "model bilders"!
It leads to theoretical uncertainty in prediction of nS  of order 0.005
for any model of inflaton and hence further increasing of expermental 
accuracy in nS  will not no help us much in model selecton



Did the current CMB measurements
proved that gravitational field is quantized?

Yes!

5-2=3
coordinate modes



  

Further predictions ("non-smoking guns"):
• Primordal gravitational waves (getting  smoking)
• Nongaussianities due to nonlinearity of 
Einstein equation (3,4,...points correlaton functions)



  

There must be primordial gravitatonal waves

            r ≡ T
S
= 24 ⋅(1+ p / ε ) = β

N α

No a priori  low bound on their ampltude!




